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The radiative (Lamb) frequency shift of radiation of an atomic system in a resonant medium is inves
tigated. It is shown that the resultant corrections are quite important for standards with frequency 
reproducibility 1013 or higher. 

THE energy lost by a dipole per unit time in a disper
sive medium lll 

( 1) 

differs by a factor IE from the energy lost by the same 
dipole in vacuum. Near the absorption band, the dielec
tric constant E(w) = E' (w)- it:" (w) changes sharply, and 
this leads, by virtue of (1), to a resonant dependence of 
the damping constant on the frequency, and as a conse
quence to a change in the value of the Lamb shift. The 
resultant corrections of the order of t:"ymn (Ymn is the 
Einstein coefficient of the transition) a·re small ( t:" « 1) 
and do not play a noticeable role in linear spectroscopy. 
The situation changes radically in connection with the 
problem of developing length standards and superstabil
ized lasers with frequency reproducibility 1013 and 
higher. In this case the radiation frequency can be 
"tied in" with the frequency of the corresponding atomic 
resonance, in principle, with much higher accuracy than 
the aforementioned corrections. In such a situation they 
simply must be known. The purpose of the present note 
is to call attention of researchers to this phenomenon 
and to its role in the operation of the laser. 

We expand the field in the medium in Fourier integral 

E(x, t) = f dw J dk{E+(k, w) e-'(•1-kx) + E-(k, w)e'C•'-k•)} (2) 

and assume the following value for the average, over the 
ground state, of the commutatorl2l: 

<[E/(k w)E-(k' w')]>=-h_2_(o- k,k;) (3) 
' J ' ( 2n r e" l) k 2 

1 1 
X li(k- k')li(w- ol') ~ -------::,-------

n ( k- we-' Ye') 'Ia' (k) + 1 

where O!(k) = kt."/2e:'. 
The radiative corrections are determined by solving 

the SchrOdinger equation for the atom in the field (2): 
acD 

ih---ai ={H.- DE}cD, (4) 

where Ha is the atomic Hamiltonian. The width and shift 
of the level n in first approximation are determined by 
the functionsl 3 J 

rn(t'-t") = -Z!ri <n \ ~~~\ n> (5) 
. t t 

The solid line corresponds to the propagation function 
of the atomic excitations, and the wavy line to the propa
gation function of the photon in the medium. 

Using the standard procedurel3l, we can obtain for 
the Fourier transform of the function (5) 
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+~ 

~n(t-t')= s~n(w)e-'"('-")dw 

the expression 

. 2 kk 
~n(iii) =- 2ni ( ~ ) .E f dkD,nm D;"'" ( 0;;- ~~;) (6) 

rn<n 

fi ki 'Y ( 1) 1 X dw-. --~ -- . f (2n)' e' n (k-wc-'Ye')'+'Y' 2ni w-wm-w+ili' 

Here Dnm is the matrix element of the dipole moment of 
the atom between the states m, n, y = kE"/2e:'. The 
summation in (6) is over all the states m lying below the 
level n; 6' fixes the rule of going around the pole. Inte
grating (6) with respect to k and representing I: n(w) in 
the form 

(7) 

where t..n and y n are respectively the shift and width of 
the level n in vacuum, we obtain the following expression 
for the correction connected with the deviation of t.' 

from unity: 

li~n(iii) = ~ Ynm f e'(w)- 1 dw. 
"-.J 4n Ol- Olm- w +iii' (8) 

m<n 

Formula (8) can be made more concrete only within 
the framework of a definite model. For example, in 
classical dispersion theoryl 1J 

e(w) - 1 = 4::rNe'm-' (coo'- w' + iwy,)-', 

where N is the number of oscillators per unit volume, 
Wo is the frequency, and y 0 is the damping of the oscilla
tor. Assuming that the frequency w 0 is close to the fre
quency of the transition Wnm of the atomic system, we 
find 

Thus, the shift of the center of the radiation line turns 
out to be 

(9) 

From formula (9) we see that the position of the 
atomic resonance depends on the number N of the oscil
lators per unit volume, and thus on the operating regime 
of the laser. If y 0 is set equal in order of magnitude to 
the Doppler width of the radiation line (Yo ~ kv), 
w ~ 1015 sec-\ then 6t.. ~ (Ymn/kv)N x 10-6 sec-1 • As
suming for N the valuel4 J 109 cm-3 , we obtain 6 to. 
~ 10-100 sec-1 • This indicates that the considered 
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phenomenon turns out to be quite important in systems 
with frequency reproducibility 1013-1014• 
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